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Today the implication of buildings’ electricity demand on the outdoor climate around buildings is not
fully understood. For tropical cities like Singapore, where air-conditioning is required throughout the
year and high rise buildings irregularly alternate with lower buildings, the distribution of this so called
anthropogenic heat emissions in time and space is determining the local and overall contribution to the
urban heat island (UHI).
In the absence of detailed measurements calculating the local consumption can be challenging. We
present a methodology which combines a top-down disaggregation of sectoral electricity consumption
with a bottom-up geographic information system (GIS) derived building database for obtaining anthro-
pogenicheat emissionmapswithhigh spatial resolution. Thedatabasehasbeenvalidated through control
samples. Using the example of Singapore we can show that heat emissions are more inhomogeneous and
higher in magnitude than previously estimated. Our method can now be employed to generate better
UHI models by identifying areas with signiﬁcant anthropogenic heat emissions.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND. Introduction
Rejected or waste heat from electricity consumption in the
esidential and commercial building sector is an anthropogenic
ontribution to the urban heat island (UHI) phenomenon. The het-
rogeneous city-wide spatial distribution of these heat emissions
eads to locally different magnitudes (in W/m2). In contrast, the
atural insolation is homogeneous, on an urban scale and aver-
ged in time, hence not location dependent. So far, UHI studies
ave understood anthropogenic heat as a signiﬁcant but small con-
ribution to the UHI, and distribution patterns of anthropogenic
eat have been seen as homogenous with respect to the modelling
cale (down to 1km grid cell size) (Roth, 2007; Quah & Roth, 2012;
ke, 1973, 1982). In our case study of Singapore and for tropical,
igh-dense, and vertical cities in general we challenge the exist-
ng UHI models due to the fact that they have been developed
ased on lower density and shallow cities (Kolokotroni, Davies,
roxford, Bhuiyan, & Mavrogianni, 2010; Kolokotroni, Zhang, &
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ies, 1 CREATE Way, #06-01 CREATE Tower, Singapore 138602, Singapore.
el.: +65 9384 9813.
E-mail address: mberger@arch.ethz.ch (M. Berger).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scs.2015.05.006
210-6707/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article
/).license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Watkins, 2007; Mavrogianni et al., 2011). Two missing gaps in our
understanding of anthropogenic heat contributing to UHI have to
be closed: How does the current microclimate modeling approach
depend on the morphologies of their cities of origin? Assuming
that anthropogenic heat and heterogeneous morphology have a
signiﬁcant role, how can we identify heat sources when limited
building-based information is available? In the subsequent analysis
we are limiting the scope to buildings andQB from the total anthro-
pogenicheatgivenbyQF =QV +QB +QM, not studyingmetabolicheat
QM and the effect of vehicles QV.
1.1. Urban heat island models
Following Kolokotroni et al. (2010), Kolokotroni et al. (2007)
urban air temperatures and consequently UHI can be modeled and
predicted in four different ways: by means of climatology mod-
els, empirical models, computational ﬂuid dynamics models (CFD),
and statistical regression methods. Climatology models, as they
are used in the case of London within the LUCID project, usually
integrate anthropogenic heat emission into the energy balance in
a grid of 1 km resolution, where the sub-grid scale is partitioned
into land use classes (Mavrogianni et al., 2011). The same has been
done under different climatic boundary conditions for Singapore
(Li et al., 2013).
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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mFig. 1. “Rooftops of Athens” via Flickr by stanjou
On a smaller scale, urban canyons are often evaluated by empir-
cal methods taking building and canyon geometry into account
Erell & Williamson, 2006; Hu, Yu, Chen, Li, & Liu, 2012). All these
odels assume certain homogeneity inside the smallest scale,
n terms of geometry of building blocks, spatial distribution of
nthropogenicheat emissions and temporal dependencies. Anthro-
ogenic heat is most of the time considered inside the models, yet
here is disagreement among experts about the magnitude of heat
ontributing to the UHI (Quah & Roth, 2012). Important to mention
ere is the spatiotemporal pattern of heat emission, which is aver-
ged as mean annual values of heat ﬂux densities in W/m2/a (Zhou,
eng, Gurney, Shuai, &Hu, 2012), or alternatively as annual energy
ensities in kWh/m2/a (Rode, Keim, Robazza, Viejo, & Schoﬁeld,
014). It arises naturally that the smaller the spatial grid size is,
he higher the peak densities are. Values are ranging for instance in
ondon from9W/m2 for the entire city to 150W/m2 peak for a 1km
rid to 210W/m2 for a 200mgrid (Hamilton et al., 2009;Kotthaus&
rimmond, 2012). Hamilton et al. investigated the relation of indi-
idual buildings’ heat emissions to the insolation. Based on a daily
otal, the insolation exceeded the anthropogenic heat by factor 23
n a warm and sunny summer day. However, a cold and cloudy
inter day with little sunshine and tremendous heating demand
uxtaposed the relation to the factor of 25, by which the heat emis-
ion was higher than the daily insolation. In the case of London,
ufﬁcient homogeneity in the heat emission might yield to correct
odels and temperature forecast, as the fundamentalworks of Oke
or the US or Santamouris for the city of Athens have shown (Oke,
973, 1982; Santamouris, 2001).
The link between insolation and anthropogenic heat has been
tudied on different scales, starting at the street or urban canyon
Neto & Fiorelli, 2008), observing several building blocks (Rode
t al., 2014; Dong, Cao, & Lee, 2005a; Dong, Lee, & Sapar, 2005b),
nd evaluating large urban areas (Sailor & Lu, 2004). Measuring
he inﬂuence of roofs and streets on urban climate is done by
emote sensing (Li et al., 2013; Duda & Abrams, 2012), which
resumes a correlation to the surface temperature. With regard
o Singapore—a city of high density living heterogeneously inter-
ixed with green spaces (parks and water catchment areas) and
ommercial or industrial sites—it might be questionable whether
omeof the assumptions of urbanmicroclimatology are valid (Erell,
earlmutter, & Williamson, 2012). Erell et al. (2012) describe this
nderstanding of the standard model by (p. 54) QF is small com-
ared to irradiation, (p. 56) a scale of below100mwould be needed
o account for intra-urban variations, (p. 72) the urban form con-
ists of nearly continuous build facades, (pp. 76–77) a tremendous
isunderstanding of urban daytime cool islands, which accordingApril 11, 2013, Creative Commons Attribution.
to the authors are unlikely in the tropics and not possible in con-
junction with high dense built-up area with high anthropogenic
heat release—which is contrary to the ﬁndings of Roth (2007), Quah
and Roth (2012), Li et al. (2013), Roth and Chow (2012), Chow
and Roth (2006) for Singapore, which shows an explicit urban cool
island during daytime in the CBD. Convection might be the key
explanatory factor for these cool islands. Urban canyon and canopy
models implicitly refer to horizontal surfaces and their short- and
long-wave radiative properties which are clearly a dominant fea-
ture in cities of the street-dominated urban sprawl in the US or the
uniformity of roof top levels and shape in most European cities.
Architects call this feature the roofscape or sea of roofs, as obvious
in Fig. 1 for Athens.
Another feature ofmicroclimatology is outdoor thermal comfort
(McGregor&Nieuwolt, 1998). It combines aCFDmodel of theurban
canyonwithqualitative indicators,wherewind speedanddirection
in conjunction with building shape predominantly determine the
simulation result (Moonen, Defraeye, Dorer, Blocken, & Carmeliet,
2012). An urban porous media model with the same scope though
avoiding CFD is presented in Hu et al. (2012), assuming homogene-
ity in the urban morphology. Wind tunnel experiments and ﬂow
simulations help estimating the impact of the built environment
here—yet the average wind speed in Singapore is low and con-
sequently design is focusing on shading and greenery (Tay, 1989;
Konya, 1980). The relationship between urban form and building
electricity consumption is therefore of interest, as amatter of scale,
resolution and magnitude (Rode et al., 2014; Ko, 2012; Futcher,
Kershaw, & Mills, 2013); our investigation deals with two main
constraints, one being insufﬁcient data available on electricity con-
sumption and the other is the tropical climate of Singapore, which
might result in higher dependencies of UHI intensity on anthro-
pogenic heat. Also we are not able to answer how the current
microclimate modeling approach does depend on the morpholo-
gies of their cities of origin, we are able to show by existing
measurements of Roth et al. and by our calculations of QB inconsis-
tencies in the current approach.
1.2. Case study Singapore
Currently, Singapore is a vibrant tropical megacity of 5.4 mil-
lion inhabitants. The electricity consumption in the residential and
commercial building sector amounts to approximately 16.7% of the
total energy demand in Singapore (IEA, 2012). To maintain produc-
tivity in spite of shifting demographics and to sustain economic
growth are key priorities on the government’s agenda. Limited land
available for future developments and a prospected population of
ities a
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.5 to 6.9millionby2030puts additional stress on the island (NPTD,
013). The high-dense urban living in Singapore expects urban
esign and planning strategies to pay special attention to the trop-
cal climate, typically addressing high relative humidity, high day
nd nighttime temperatures, and low average wind speed. The hot
umid weather reduces the outdoor thermal comfort and leads to
ncreased energy demand for ventilation and air conditioning as a
econdary effect. Long term climatic changes like global warming
nd seasonal phenomena like haze are another driver for the desire
o study the city’s climate.
Policymaking in urban design and planning recommends –
ased on microclimate studies in situ and previous knowledge
n phenomena alike – a certain set of rules to be applied in
ingapore (e.g., Tay, 1989; Wong et al., 2007). When dealing with
ause and consequence of the local climate, much relies on how
he climate is modeled and what the input parameters are. Sun
nd irradiance are the main drivers behind the diurnal cycle, and
rban structures such as streets and buildings deeply inﬂuence the
nergy balance and storage equations (Oke, 1973, 1982; Mirzaei &
aghighat, 2010; Oikonomou et al., 2012). As it has been shown for
ingapore before, the spatial inhomogeneity of anthropogenic heat
missions from individual high-rise buildings and their absolute
ontribution compared to natural insolation challengesmodels and
heories developed under different climatic conditions and urban
orphologies (Berger, 2012). Potential consequences on outdoor
hermal comfort, urban microclimate and UHI are therefore a mat-
er of anthropogenic heat distribution and scale.
.3. Bottom-up versus top-down energy demand estimation
Anthropogenic waste heat emission happens due to energy
emand. For the estimation of the energy demand two main
pproaches can be distinguished: top-down and bottom-up. The
atter calculates the energy use intensities (EUI) for representatives
f buildings (Kavgic et al., 2010). An example of employing bottom-
p modeling for the estimation of UHI is given by Heiple and Sailor
2008). As bottom-upmodels require amultitude of parameter and
alues, the model results should be calibrated with available mea-
ured values of electricity demand. Especially if energy is calculated
or larger groups of buildings, a systematic error, i.e., the differ-
nce between the calculated and the averaged measurable energy
onsumed per building, becomes dominant (Böhme & Hamacher,
013).
Top-down approaches depend on the availability of measured
nergy demand values, see the introduction to the topic in Pérez-
ombard, Ortiz, and Pout (2008). A top-down calculation derives
verage EUI from aggregated energy demand and building statis-
ics. The gross ﬂoor space (GFS) is a very common reference value
or the EUI. It iswidely used in architecture and real estate economy
nd expresses the size of a building. The energy demand of a single
uilding or a group of buildings does not only depend on the size of
he building but also on various parameters like (a) the use of the
uilding or of a zonewithin the building, (b) building attributes like
he age of the building, or (c) various other attributes as the social
tatus of the building’s inhabitants. For every category, an EUI of its
wn has to be speciﬁed. The more categories are used for the esti-
ation of the energy demand, the better the estimation generally
s, under the prerequisite that the used attributes actually correlate
ith the energy demand. On the other hand, using more categories
equires more information about the building itself and about the
UI of every category. A common method for gathering the EUI by
ategory ismultiple linear regression (Boulaire, Higgins, Foliente, &
cNamara, 2014; Howard et al., 2012). It requires a statistical suf-
cient number of samples of GFS by category and energy demand.
inear regression does not need to be applied if aggregated energynd Society 19 (2015) 373–384 375
demand and aggregated reference values are known for the same
categories.
The estimation of the energy demand for single buildings
based on average EUI will produce average consumption results
which do not include building and user speciﬁc deviations.
The actual consumption depends on various socio-economical-
technical parameters, which are not all known for any city wide
analysis. Therefore, the estimated consumption differs from the
real one. The differences can reach up to a factor of ten (Ko, 2012)
and lead to statistical errors when averaged values are applied
to single buildings (Böhme & Hamacher, 2013). While modeling
approaches for the top-downestimationof energydemandarewell
investigated as described before, the main problem in most cases
is the acquisition of appropriate data. (Boulaire et al. (2014) and
Howard et al. (2012) beneﬁt of existing data fromauthoritieswhich
provide crucial parameters, for example GFS by type of use in high
spatial resolution (tax slots).
2. Methods
2.1. Calculation overview
An overview of our suggested combination of bottom-up and
top-down calculation is given in Fig. 2. Rectangles represent data,
rounded rectangles represent calculation processes. The main
information inputs are georeferenced data sources. They contain
spatially referenced polygons with parameters of land use and
building density for over 100,000 land parcels, covering the whole
of Singapore, and about 160,000 building polygons. Information
about the building density is not complete, which makes assump-
tions necessary. Missing values are ﬁlled up regarding the number
of ﬂoors. Based on this initial information, the GFS is calculated and
a detailed type of use for every building is identiﬁed. The results
are saved in a building database. For the case of buildings with
mixed use, buildings are divided into different zones. Their size
is estimated as a share of the GFS of the whole building.
Thegivenbuildingdensity is a planningparameter andmayvary
from the actual density. Therefore, an extensive number of control
samples had been generated by manually counting the number of
ﬂoors of individual buildings. We corrected and calibrated the GFS,
comparing this validated source with the calculation results based
on planning parameters. Corrected values and their origins were
stored in the building database. Sample checks were concentrated
on important use types, for example the large public housing sector
with high rise buildings.
From all available sources, we integrated the use type descrip-
tions andmerged them into one typology. This typology represents
the most detailed description of different building uses which
can be derived considering the given input data. The developed
method supports the additionof furtheruse information fromother
sources,whichmaybediscovered in the future. TheEUI is aquotient
of measured aggregated electricity consumption and the derived
GFS. Therefore, the use types of the detailed use typology are com-
bined into sectors and the electricity consumption information is
categorized. The last step is the estimation of the average electricity
consumption of buildings for any selection of buildings in any geo-
graphic scale basedon theEUI and thebuilding information.Output
values are averaged as mean annual values of heat ﬂux densities in
W/m2, as a power density.
2.2. Input dataOur investigation bases on two major geographic information
system (GIS) data sources: land use information from the Mas-
ter Plan 2008 by the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) and
376 P. Boehme et al. / Sustainable Cities and Society 19 (2015) 373–384
Fig. 2. Block diagram of calculation and validation steps; rectangles represent data; rounded rectangles represent calculation processes.
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them have a shared pool and are guarded.
For areas without a numerical GPR value, we assumed the num-
ber of ﬂoors based on control samples. Table 2 lists the assumed
Table 1
Number of categories of attributes included to specify the use type of all buildings.
Source Attribute Number
categories
Street Directory/SLA (http,
2015b)
Building use 12
Master Plan 2008/URA Land use type 33Fig. 3. Exemplary visualization of major data
uilding footprints from the Street Directory of the Singapore Land
uthority (SLA) (Hanif, 2013; EMA, 2012). Fig. 3 explains the data
n the basis of an exemplary section of Singapore.
Small polygons represent buildings with a building use type.
arger polygons represent land use units with a use type and a use
ensity. The land use density is given by the gross plot ratio (GPR),
hat is the ratio between the GFS of the buildings within a land
arcel and the footprint area of the land parcel itself. For about half
f the land parcels, no numeric land use densities but only three
escriptive categories are given. Information of buildings and land
arcels is joined by their geographic position. Both datasets were
ast revised in 2008.
Table 1 lists all data sources, attributes for the use type iden-
iﬁcation and the number of categories an attribute occurs in. By
omparison, Fig. 3 indicates four building use types out of twelve,
ix land use types out of 33 and four land use densities out of 114.
he electricity consumptiondata is taken from the Singapore Energy
tatistics by the Energy Market Authority (EMA), divided into ﬁve
ategories.
There are some “typical” Singaporean use types, which have
o be explained: (1) The acronym “HDB” stands for “Housings. Map data© 2008 Singapore Land Authority.
Development Board” and describes mostly high rise public housing
projects, where stricter rules for the property and the acquisi-
tion apply. About 85% of the Singaporean population lives there;
(2) “Landed Housing” describes detached, semi-detached or ter-
raced houses with similar building heights; (3) “Condominiums”
are buildings of middle and upper class standard of living. Most of(http, 2015a)
Land use density 114
Singapore Energy Statistics
2012/EMA (http, 2015d)
Power consumption Sectors 5
P. Boehme et al. / Sustainable Cities and Society 19 (2015) 373–384 377
Table 2
Assumptions of number of ﬂoors by GPR attribute.
Area attribute No. of land parcels Assumed no. of ﬂoors Justiﬁcation
Landed Housing ∼72,000 2 A control sample in two areas with landed housing shows an average
of two ﬂoors. If buildings have more ﬂoors, often terraces have to be
subtracted
Evaluation ∼19,500 4 Shows a distribution of the types of use the label evaluation is
connected with. Those are mainly Standard and Industrial Buildings
which are not considered to be high rise buildings. Four seems like an
acceptable average, see Fig. 4
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GPR-value ∼68,400 Nil
umber of ﬂoors and a justiﬁcation for three descriptive attributes
f building density. No assumptions were necessary for about
8,000 land parcels with a numerical GPR value.
.3. Calculation of gross ﬂoor space
The calculation of the GFS mainly bases on the building density
nformation described by the GPR value of the Master Plan 2008.
ssuming that all buildings of a land parcel lp have equal height,
he GFS of one building i∈ lp is calculated as shown in Eq. (1): The
otal GFS per land parcel is multiplied by the portion of the foot
rint Fi per single building divided by the sumof building footprints
j within that land parcel. The footprint area of a building Fi [m2]
orresponds to theportionof theearth’s surface thebuildingcovers.
FSi = Flp · GPRlp ·
Fi∑
j∈lp
Fj
(1)
The number of ﬂoors fi of a building i can be calculated as its GFS
ivided by its foot print area. In order to obtain an integer, 0.5 is
dded to fi and the result is rounded down. Using Eq. (1), fi is given
y
i =
[
GFSi
Fi
+ 0.5
]
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Flp · GPRlp∑
j∈lp
Fj
+ 0.5
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)
The GFS of buildings on those land parcels with descriptive
uilding density is the product of the assumed number of ﬂoors
nd the building footprints as given in Eq. (3). The assumptions and
ustiﬁcations are listed in Table 1.
FSi = fi · Fi (3)
.4. Identiﬁcation of building use based on multiple sources
Information about the use of buildings is expressed as categor-
cal variables (see Fig. 3). Every category deﬁnes a use type. All
se types of one data source form a typology. When different data
ources with varying typologies are conﬂated, their use types have
o be compared to each other and merged into a single typology.The aim of the conﬂation is to derive a typology, which distin-
uishes the use of buildings with regard to their energy demand.
onsidering this, the information content of the use types varies.
he building type Standard does not imply information about the
able 3
xamples for the conﬂation of use types from different typologies into a target typology.
Conversion type Conversion rule Type of original typology 1
Conﬂation #1 Standard +
Transformation #2 Educational institution +Street block plans deﬁne complex construction parameters for a group
of buildings. Those are predominantly older and smaller buildings
No assumptions are necessary as the given numerical value can be used
use of the building. As this building is located on a land parcel with
land use type Education, we can derive that the building is used as
educational institution. Thereforeweconﬂate all informationabout
the building use, the land use and the land use density to derive a
most detailed description of building use. Based on this, we sum-
marize multiple use categories into the ﬁve power consumption
sectors, where electricity consumption data is available.
We developed a concept of stepwise conﬂation of two use types
of different typologies into a target typology in order to systemize
the conﬂation of all information. This enables a standardized data
structure which can be used for all conﬂation steps. It can further
be extended without changing the structure itself if new informa-
tion and further typologies are added from sources not yet known.
Table 3 shows an example. In a ﬁrst step (rule 1), type Standard
and type Education are merged to the type Educational Institution.
This is transformed in rule 2 to the sector Commercial/Institution.
The second type of rule 2 uses a dummy type “nn” without effect,
describing a transformation as a special type of conﬂation.
All 114 categories of land use density were reduced to eight
classes. Based on the conﬂation of land use types and density
classes, both from the Master Plan 2008, a joint typology is cre-
ated. This is then conﬂated with the building use information from
the Street Directory. This leads to a joint typology with 26 use types,
which are then combined to the sectors the electricity consumption
data is available for.
In order to get an overviewof the signiﬁcance of single use types
of the available sources and links between them, we use a modiﬁed
Sankey diagram. In this case, it may not be understood as a ﬂow
diagram but rather as a four dimensional visualization (see Fig. 4).
Every vertical column with colored squares reﬂects the types on
one typology. The height of the squares represents the GFS of that
type. The grey lines show which types of different typologies occur
in common. The height of the grey lines weights the occurrences
by the size of the affected GFS. As an example, the upper grey band
shows that buildings which (a) stand on land parcels “Very High
Density”withaGPRof2.8orhigherand (b)with residential use type
are mainly marked as HDB buildings and therefore assigned to the
sector Residential: HDB Building. The height of the gray band indi-
cates the importance of HDB buildings in the Singaporean building
landscape. HDB buildings sum up to almost 140 million m2gfs in
our calculations. As another example, the context of the descrip-
tive land use density categories ‘landed housing’ and ‘evaluation’
can be identiﬁed. Landedhousing is exclusively combinedwith res-
idential use and residential buildings. In contrast, areas marked as
evaluation are used very diversely and most of the time related to
categories of the commercial sector. In order to avoid too many
Type of original typology 2 Type of target typology
Education → Educational institution
nn → Commercial/institution
378 P. Boehme et al. / Sustainable Cities and Society 19 (2015) 373–384
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Eig. 4. Correlation of use types of four typologies. Every column represents one typ
llustrated.
ategories presented in Fig. 4, we only show common occurrences
grey bands) exceeding one million m2, i.e., 1 km2.
.5. Veriﬁcation and correction of calculated GFS
GPR-values of the Master Plan 2008 are planning parameters
nd differ from the real situation. Reasons for the difference are
hat buildings either have been constructed under prior regula-
ory conditions or due to exceptions and further regulations for
he building density. We use plausibility checks, random control
amples and crowd based internet sources to compare our calcula-
ions with the real situation. Corrected values are written into the
uilding database.
First of all, we only consider land parcels for the calculation of
he GFS when actually a building polygon is inside. If this condi-
ion is met we check the calculated number of ﬂoors. In Singapore,
he highest buildings are in the central business district (CBD) and
ave 73 ﬂoors. The highest HDB building has 50 ﬂoors. Therefore
ll buildings with more ﬂoors were ﬁltered out and checked man-
ally. About 500 outliers had an impact of about 5% to the overall
FS. The most frequent reason for those outliers is small building
olygons on large land parcels, which leads to a high GFS and high
umber of ﬂoors.
For about 1500 buildings, we verify the calculated number of
oors by counting the ﬂoors manually based on site visits. The
uildings are spread across Singapore and all sectors, but our main
ocuswereHDBbuildings since they form themost important cate-
ory as they cover about 36% of the overall GFS and are builtmainly
n land parcels with very high building density (see Fig. 4). In order
o compare calculated and checked values, we deﬁne the ratio Rlp
etween the GFScheck, which is calculated based on the manually
ounted number of ﬂoors, and the GFSGPR which is based on the
uilding density.
lp =
GFScheck
GFSGPR
=
∑
i∈lp
fi · Fi
GPRlp · Flp
(4)
.6. Electricity consumption and sensible heat ﬂux densityWe calculate the building related anthropogenic heat ﬂux den-
ity based on the average electricity load per building. The total
lectricity load depends on the size of GFS of the building and the
UI which depends only on the use category.. The bars’ thickness represents the related GFS. Only combinations >1km2 GFS are
The EUI itself is calculated by the division of the aggregated elec-
tricity consumption (in TWh) of Singapore in 2009 as published by
the EMA and the GFS, aggregated for all buildings (Salamanca et al.,
2013). The electricity data of EMA shown in Fig. 6 is published for
the sectoral use types. Eq. (5) is the calculation of the EUI per m2
GFS, EUIGFS(u).
EUIGFS(u) =
E(u)∑
i
GFSi(u)
(5)
EUIUS(u) =
E(u)
0.8 ·
∑
i
GFSi(u)
(6)
For comparison to other sources, we also specify the EUIUS(u)
in Eq. (6) as the energy use intensity per square meter usage
space (US). The usage space corresponds to the living area in the
residential sector. It is the GFS without stairways, corridors and
construction area like walls. Usage area is calculated as an average
of 80% of the GFS. The results of both calculations are displayed
in Table 4. Residential use has an EUIGFS between 30kWh/m2/a
and 52kWh/m2/a. HDB Buildings have the lowest EUI of the res-
idential sector. The EUIGFS of non-residential use is almost ﬁve
times higher—between 143kWh/m2/a for the category Others and
172kWh/m2/a for the category Commerce & Service. One reason for
the higher EUI of nonresidential use is the extensive use of air con-
dition in those sectors. The EUI of Industry is the highest. Since we
did not correct and check the calculated GFS of the sector Industry,
the actual EUI might differ from the shown result. For the sector
Transport, no EUI is calculated as the majority of the electricity
consumption is not due to buildings.
In 2011, Chew presented an EUI for shopping malls of about
350kWh/m2/a and for tertiary institutions of about 150kWh/m2/a
(http, 2015e). Those are subcategories of the sector Commerce &
Services and conﬁrm our average result of 215kWh/m2US/a for this
sector. According to Chew, the average EUI of the residential sector
is 40–45kWh/m2/a.
Theelectricity consumptionperbuildingandsector is calculated
by multiplying the EUI and GFS for every building. Therefore, the
applied method is a simple disaggregation of the published elec-
tricity values. If more information was available – for example the
electricity consumption by planning area or by even higher geo-
graphic resolution – linear regression methods could be applied.
Examples for those methods are given by Howard et al. (2012) for
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Table 4
Energy use intensities by sector, distinguishing GFS and US as reference spaces.
Use type GFS [m2] Total consumption [GWh/a] EUIGF [kWh/m2gfs/a] EUIUS [kWh/m2us/a]
Commerce & services 82,845,900 14,296 172.56 215.70
Res.: condominium 48,747,930 1507 30.91 38.64
Res.: HDB building 138,694,305 3902 28.13 35.16
Res.: landed housing 19,290,417 1006 52.15 65.19
Industry 80,965,266 14,727 181.89 227.37
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he city of New York or Boulaire et al. (2014) for a district level in
ustralia.
The climatic conditions in Singapore throughout the year are
uite constant. The daily mean temperature ranges between 26 ◦C
nd 28 ◦C. Regarding precipitation and wind, differences between
he rainy season and dry season can be identiﬁed (Berger, 2012),
ut nevertheless, they are small in comparison to seasonal changes
n non-tropical regions (Chow & Roth, 2006). Therefore, the cli-
atic inﬂuence on the power consumption is insigniﬁcant for
his research. Daily activities show a higher impact on daily load
roﬁles. Quah and Roth published load proﬁles derived by single
nstitutions (Quah & Roth, 2012). For residential use, they found
eak load at about midnight. A disaggregation of the total Sin-
aporean electricity proﬁle into sectoral load proﬁles revealed
esidential peak load at about 8 pm (Hanif, 2013). In both sources,
he commercial peak load is at about 11 am (Quah & Roth, 2012;
anif, 2013). The factor between the maximum and minimum
ower load per day is about two for residential apartments and
etween two and three for commercial use. We do not consider
aily electricity load proﬁles on a building level, as it would add
nother source of uncertainty to the results. Daily proﬁles would
e most helpful for comparing Q* with QF. Daily electricity demand
roﬁles could be obtained by using sector-based general load pro-
les, or on a domestic level using household-type based proﬁles
hich are reﬂecting the different magnitude of HVAC use. Next,
n Eq. (7), we calculate the average electricity load e [kWh] per
uilding i as the sum over all building zones of use u.
i =
∑
u
EUIGFS(u) · GFSi(u) ·
1
8760
(7)The derived electricity load per building is converted to an aver-
geheatﬂuxdensityperbuildingqi [kWh/m2]inEq. (8) andpergrid
ell qc [kWh/m2] in Eq. (9), related to the whole grid cell foot print
c [m2]. The latter also includes all areas around the buildings. The
ig. 5. Boxplot (black) and single representations (red) of Rlp , the ratio between GFS d
nterpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the– –
143.80 179.75
heat ﬂux density is an indicator which combines the EUI with the
building density.
qi =
ei
Fi
(8)
qc =
∑
i∈c
ei
Fc
(9)
Due to limited air exchange rates of buildings, there is a time
lag between the electricity consumed indoor and the measurable
sensible waste heat in the atmosphere. For the time averaged bal-
ance of the ﬂux density, we neglect storage. Gas consumption in
buildings for cooking and water heating is not considered either as
a contribution to anthropogenic waste heat as it accounts for only
about 5% of the electricity consumption (EMA, 2012).
3. Results
We present an evaluation of the calculated GFS by different use
types and look at the quality of the data we used for the com-
putation of waste heat ﬂux density. We show detailed results of
the building speciﬁc calculation of waste heat ﬂux for a section of
Singapore and explain the Singapore speciﬁc waste heat ﬂux dis-
tribution. In order to qualify the discussion about the size of spatial
zones for the input into climatologymodels, aggregationof building
speciﬁc results on different spatial grid sizes are compared.
3.1. Evaluation of available data and manual control samples
Fig. 5 displays the distribution of Rlp which was deﬁned as the
ratio between the GFScheck, and the GFSGPR in Eq. (4) by use type for
almost 400 land parcels. Each dot represents a land parcel which
may contain one or more buildings. Vertical displacements of the
dots are made to better visualize the density of dots. The distribu-
tion is shownas aboxplot.Within thewhite boxare the inner 50%of
the land parcels. Thick vertical black lines dividing the white boxes
represent the medians of the distributions. The horizontal lines
erived from control samples, and GFS derived from GPR-based calculations. (For
web version of this article.)
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utside the boxes show the variability outside the upper and lower
uartiles. The resulting distributions are not balanced as the logical
ower boundary of the ratio is zero. We calibrate GFSGPR using the
edianofRlp, themedianof thedistribution, insteadof the average.
his avoids that outliers inﬂuence the results disproportionately.
For HDB Buildings, the median of Rlp is about 1, indicating no
ystematic deviation between the GPR based calculation and the
ontrol samples. Nevertheless, the deviation of single samples is
onsiderable, which shows that the GPR based calculation reveals
rue results in general, but individual areas can differ. For Condo-
iniums, the systematic deviation is about 25% of the calculated
FS. Although considering the deviation of single samples, almost
ll samples showahigher GFS than calculated. Commerce& Service-
uildings showamedianof 0.95.Overall, theirGFS is overestimated
y the GPR based calculation.
Next to the above explained outliers and sample checks, we fur-
hermore correct our calculations with data of about 100 high rise
uildings fromcrowdbased sources asWikipedia andHighrisebuild-
ng.info (http, 2015c). Due to the very speciﬁc architectural design,
he ﬂoor numbers of mainly commercial high rise buildings can
ary in comparison to building densities. Some of those buildings
re on land parcels classiﬁed as “evaluation” but do not meet the
ssumptions we generally applied.
Fig. 6presents theGFSaggregatedover all buildings in Singapore
nd distinguished by eight use type sectors and the three types of
alculation. About 70% of the calculatedGFS is based onGPR values;
2% are manually checked by the above described control samples.
he ﬂoor-assumptions have a big impact especially on the homo-
eneous category LandedHousing and the inhomogeneous category
ommerce & Service. Buildings in Singapore have a total of 390 mil-
ion m2gfs. The 10,000 HDB buildings are mainly high rise buildings
ith more than eight ﬂoors and account for the biggest share of
5.5%, followed by Commerce & Service with 22.7%. In contrast to
hat, there are about 100,000 houses of the category Landed Hous-
ng in Singapore, although this use type has just a share of about 5%
f the overall GFS. Sector Commerce & Services includes commercial
paces aswell as areas for education andmedical care. SectorOthers
overs use types like utility, special use and agriculture. The sector
oConsumption covers buildingswhichare identiﬁedasbeacharea,
r stand on open space.
.2. Waste heat ﬂux density of Singapore
A central result of our computations is the waste heat ﬂux den-
ity in a building speciﬁc spatial resolution. The grid cell view
resents results that are area covering for the whole Singapore
ain island. The building speciﬁc view only refers to building foot-
rints and does not include the surrounding areas. All values are
alculateddue to electricity consumption of buildings of residentialy sector and method of data acquisition.
and commercial use. The average heat ﬂux density of all residen-
tial and commercial buildings in Singapore is 27W/m2fp, but we
observe substantial differences on sectoral and spatial scales.
Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of heat ﬂux densities for a
section of Singapore. Every polygon represents a building; the col-
ors represent ranges of heat ﬂux densities. The map covers an area
ranging fromChinatown in the east (a) to thewest. In the north east
and south east of the section, commercial buildings along Orchard
Road (area (b)) and from the Chinatown district appear in red and
orange. Those areas have a high building density and a high aver-
age electricity load of 20W/m2gfs due to predominant commercial
use. This leads to the displayed very high heat ﬂux density of over
200W/m2fp. In comparison to that, the average solar irradiation
in Singapore is 176W/m2. Buildings in area (c) are mainly landed
housingproperties. Landedhousingpropertieshave thehighest EUI
of the different types of residential use, but result in a heat ﬂux
density of just about 12W/m2fp.
Area (d) is a typical example of high rise residential buildings
and smaller commercial buildings. They show a heat ﬂux density
between 20W/m2fp and 100W/m2fp and are grouped into small
spatial zones of similar heat ﬂux density, shown by equally colored
regions in the map. But zones of very different levels of heat ﬂux
densityare located rightnext toeachother. InSingapore, largeareas
with similar characteristics are spread across the city (Tan, 1999).
This can also be seen in the surroundings of area (d).
Fig. 8 shows the waste heat ﬂux density by size of earth surface,
covered by building footprint area. This is an interesting aspect
when we try to locate waste heat ﬂuxes. Buildings of the sector
Landed Housing have a small footprint area. In sum they contribute
only 22% of the total building footprint area in Singapore, although
every second building in Singapore is of this sector. In comparison,
buildings of the sector Commerce & Service have a large footprint
area. They cover 14% of the buildings in Singapore but 33% of the
building footprint area.
From Fig. 8 one can furthermore see the correlation of build-
ing use and heat ﬂux density in Singapore. Low heat ﬂux densities
below 20W/m2 do mainly exist for the categories Landed Housing
and part of Condominiums, the private housing sector. Those are
small buildings and although they have the highest EUI of the resi-
dential sector, they do not reach high heat ﬂux densities. Heat ﬂux
densities between 20W/m2 and 60W/m2 appear in the high rise
HDB Building sector and for high rise Condominiums. Both sectors
have some very high rising buildingswith heat ﬂux densities above
60W/m2.
Due to thehighEUIof buildings in the sectorCommerce&Service,
we calculated heat ﬂux densities of over 60W/m2 for 90% of the
building footprint areas in this sector. High rise commercial build-
ings –mainly located in the CBD – lead to the existence of very high
heat ﬂux densities of over 200W/m2.
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nterpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
.3. Averaged heat ﬂux density per grid cell
Beside the building speciﬁc heat ﬂuxes we analyze grid cell res-
lution with cell side length of 250m and 1km, similar to Li et al.
2013) and Mavrogianni et al. (2011), respectively. Fig. 9(a) and (b)
isplay the heat ﬂux densities on a spatially aggregated grid level
or theSingaporemain islandPulauUjong. Fig. 9(a) showsagrid res-
lution of 1 km×1km, Fig. 9(b) uses a resolution of 250m×250m.
he 1km resolution is commonly used for research on UHI effects,
et models with higher resolution are upcoming. Quah and Roth
2012) studied three sample areas of 500m radius for their inves-
igations. The 250m resolution is chosen in order to compare two
ifferent aggregation levels. The legends on the right side show the
olor range, the number of grid cells of a range and the relative
hare of the total 528 and 4810 cells, respectively.
The heat ﬂux densities of Fig. 9 are related to the whole grid cell
rea of 1 km2 (or 1/16km2, resp.). That means, the reference area
or the calculation of the heat ﬂux density is much larger than just
he building footprint, as areas surrounding the buildings – streets,
reenery and parking lots – are considered as well. This leads to
he explicitly lower densities. The ratio between the sum of build-
ng footprints within a grid cell and the grid cell footprint varies
etween 0% and 32.49%. There is a strong correlation between the
lling ratio of a grid cell and the calculated heat ﬂux density. For
km grid cells with a heat ﬂux density between 0.5 and 3.1W/m2,
t is 3%, for cells in the range of 12–20W/m2, it is 16.5%, and for
Fig. 8. Heat ﬂux distribution by use seercial use of a section of Singapore. Map data© 2008 Singapore Land Authority. (For
web version of this article.)
the two cells in the range 60–100W/m2, it is above 30%. 75% of the
cells in Fig. 9(a) shows a density of less than 6.3W/m2. The aver-
aging effect is increasing with lower spatial resolution. While still
0.4% of the grid cells in Fig. 9(b) arewithin the two highest heat ﬂux
ranges, no grid cell of Fig. 9(a) shows ahigher average heat ﬂux than
100W/m2. On the west side of Singapore, large areas of industrial
use exist. As data availability does not allow consideration of the
industrial sector, it does not show up in the ﬁgures.
3.4. Indications of inhomogeneity
Fig. 9(a) is averaging the heat ﬂux densities frombuildings’ elec-
tricity consumption in the residential and commercial sector only,
and the visualization based on 1km grid size does not indicate
any special inhomogeneity. On the contrary, the assembly shows
peak values in the CBD and lower values towards the boundaries.
Heat from other sources and sectors (transportation, industry, etc.)
would produce different patterns of distribution. All sector-based
maps would have to be summed up in order to provide the full
picture of anthropogenic heat emissions.
In Fig. 10(a), the average heat ﬂux density of Fig. 9(a) is only
related to the footprint area of the buildings, not to the whole grid
area. The peak values rise signiﬁcantly and indicate by more warm
colors that certain cells containoneormoreoutliers in termsofhigh
energy ﬂux per footprint. Fig. 10(b) combines the building view of
Fig. 7 with both kinds of averaging from Figs. 9(a) and 10(a). The
ctor and building footprint area.
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entral cell contains mostly empty area with zero anthropogenic
eat from buildings, several low- and medium rise residential
uildings with moderate heat ﬂux below 20W/m2, and few com-
ercial buildings with emission equal or beyond the irradiance on
verage time and footprint. This representation now emphasizes
uildings which distort the illusion of a single, homogenous roof-
cape as the one shown in Fig. 1. If there was only little distortion
r if only a limited number of cells within the whole city were
howing outliers, the microclimatic simulation of the UHI would
ot be compromised. As Fig. 10 suggests a comparable high level of
nhomogeneity, it might be questionable if standard assumptions
ig. 10. Average heat ﬂux densities due to building electricity consumption of the resident
s the building footprint area within a grid cell. Map data© 2008 Singapore Land Authoritntial and commercial sector in (a) spatial resolution of a 1km grid and (b) spatial
for the urban canopy and land use model are suitable. Li et al.
(2013) apply a single set of building dimensions for each of the
three subcategories, namely commercial/industrial, high intensity
residential and low intensity residential, with 113, 18 and 13W/m2
heat emissions, respectively.
4. DiscussionThe building data we used stems from the Urban Redevelop-
ment Authority, responsible for the city’s future development. The
parameters are guidelines for future construction and do not need
ial and commercial sector in spatial resolution of 1 km; density reference parameter
y.
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o reﬂect the actual situation. Therefore we used manually gener-
ted control samples to test how well those parameters describe
he actual situation. The control samples showed that the plan-
ing parameters lead to an underestimation of building densities
mounting to 40% for buildings in the private housing sector. The
uilding density of the public housing sector is well described and
he density of commercial buildings is overestimated by 5%. The
ctual situation regarding building density is a lot more heteroge-
eous thanplanningparameters represent. Thiswill lead toahigher
rror of the estimated energy demand. Nevertheless the data used
s the only data available for an area covering estimation of building
ensities and use types. It enables an estimation of building based
nergy demand with acceptable effort.
The average waste heat ﬂux density of all residential and
ommercial buildings in Singapore is 27W/m2, but we observe
ubstantial differences on sectoral and spatial scales. Heat ﬂux
ensities were found in between 3.1 and 1500W/m2. Areas with
anded Housing indicate homogeneous heat ﬂux densities of lower
han 20W/m2. In areas of mixed commercial and high density res-
dential use heat ﬂuxes vary by the factor of 10 between 20W/m2
nd 200W/m2 due to the different use types and varying build-
ng heights. Caused by the limitation in the available data, various
ocio-economic parameters that inﬂuence electricity consumption
re not considered. Especially for the high rising building sector,
he differences in electricity consumption will average out due to
he large number of units within one building. The results can be
sed for further investigations in the ﬁelds of urban climate and
nergy demand, like modeling the electricity grid with high spa-
ial resolution. Once buildings or precincts with high average heat
ux density as in Figs. 7 and 10 have been identiﬁed, addressing the
emporal resolution shouldbedonebyon-sitemeasurementsof the
lectricity consumption, either directly (Berger, 2011) or indirectly
Salamanca et al., 2013).
. Conclusion
This paper presented a general workaround for estimating
uilding-basedenergydemandby combining a top-downapproach
n sectoral energy demand with a bottom-up GIS derived building
atabase. The building database was created combining different
IS-datasets and focuses on building size and type of use. The
ethodology can be applied for cities where energy demand data
s insufﬁcient. Large scale maps can easily be generated and used
or consecutive studies.
As exemplary shown for the residential and commercial build-
ng sector of Singapore which represents about 16.7% of the total
ity-wide energy demand, the patterns of the energy ﬂux indicate
uch larger inhomogeneities comparing to traditional case study
ities like London (Dong et al., 2005a). Landed Housing results to
omogenous and low heat ﬂux densities. Urban climate models for
his kind of land use are valid in tropical and high-dense cities. Due
o coarse zoning and clustering of similar use types, inhomogeneity
n the energy ﬂux density is found across the zone boundaries.
specially buildings in the sector Commerce & Service show sig-
iﬁcant higher heat ﬂux densities, with a majority above 60W/m2.
rominent features of inhomogeneity are: the aspect ratio of build-
ng height to roof surface with a pronounced verticality, limited
orizontal roof surfaces, hence less radiative cooling, peak magni-
udes of individual buildings’ anthropogenic heat emissions from
lectricity consumption in residential and commercial use, and the
cale of the urban canyon.Our workaround and the results have consequences on model-
ng theUHI: Thewarm-wet tropical climate of Singapore has higher
iurnal than annual temperature cycles, “a monotonous similar-
ty of temperature” (Konya, 1980) with low average wind speeds.nd Society 19 (2015) 373–384 383
Current micrometeorological models(including urban canyons),
which assume certain levels of homogeneity and wind phenomena
in the planetary boundary layer (PBL),might not be applicable
in tropical and high-dense cities. The workaround enables UHI
research to identify critical grid cells in simulations, where CFD
could be applied for better accuracy.
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